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in industry--either by employers or by a narrow prejudiced minority of labor organizations, because they know. that all possible manpower is needed to produce weapons of
war; and, because they-like us-have everything to lose by a victory for Hitler and
Hitlerism.
With the trade unions we can work out practical plans to secure the training of
thousands of Negro men and women for war work, and ca"n present ·concrete proposals:
for strengthening the government policy of non-discrimination for securing the greatest
possible mobilization of America's manpower for the war effort.
·
The whole American people have a stake in seeing the civil liberties an~ · democratic
rights of Americans strengthened as an integral part of our struggle to win the war ..
Mob violence and lynching do not unite a people for war. Neither does the sorry·
spectacle of the notorious Dies Committee-taking the money which could be used for
bombers, to engage in malicious slander against trade unions and other democratic
organizations of Americans. The unscientific policy of the Red Cross in setting aside
the blood of Negro Americans for separate and uneconomic processing, also plays
into the hands of those who want the war lost.
Our clear obligation is to fight for the fullest realization of democratic rights for
all the American people as basic to winning the war. Intolerance of religion, color,
political beliefs destroys the fabric of unity which is essential to defeat Hitler and
Hitlerism. Labor, and other large sections ·o f the American people will join with us in
seeking effective federal action to stamp out mob violence and lynching, in seeking
· the extension of the right to vote. We face the urgent immediate task of making certain
that not another penny is permitted to be squande.r ed by the Dies Committee. We know
that freedom for the political prisoners in Oklahoma, will strengthen our conviction
that America holds inviolate the four freedoms upon which all our liberties are based.
We must speak out for the enjoyment of these liberties by all the American people as
the surest way to establish national unity, the surest way to win the war.
Hundreds of thousands of the best young manhood of our people are now in the
armed forces. Congress must stimulate the highest morale among Negro soldiers, and
we must develop in the Negro civilian population a high degree of consciousness of their
needs and problem. We must see that the warmth of our homes, the hospitality of our
communities is felt by ·the men who live near us in army camps.
Vigorous participation of all of us in the tasks established by our government for
civilian protection and civilian defense is an essential segment of our obligation.
Congress must establish a record for whole-hearted coperation in civilian defense programs. We must make certain the fullest participation of our Negro civilian population.
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IS PARITY OF TAX-SACRIFICE PRACTICAL?
James B. Carey, Secretary Congress of Industrial Organizations
War millionnaires and a sales tax do not constitute parity of tax"sacrifice. And
there are some members of Congress who would like to permit both.
We of the Congress of Industrial Organizations are for parity of tax-sacrifice by
means of progressive taxation based on ability to pay. ·we want tax loopholes plugged.
We want ·it realized that a rising cost of living acts as an over-all tax on a worker's _
real income.
We should cut a lot deeper into corporation profits before we 'consider lowering. the
living standards of low salaried worker.s by increasing their share of the tax burden .
Studies show that in 1938 and 1939, 21.9 percent of all incomes below $500 went
into taxes; 18 percent of incomes below $1,000 and approximately 17 percent of incomes
between 1,000 and $3,000 went to taxes. The other side of the picture shows the joint
return, tax-free bonds, income frqm capital gains, and undistributed profits-all evasions of equitable taxation.
·
Parity of tax-sacrifice is practical. It can be achieved. It will yield returns necessary· for our Victory Program . • But it should not be merely a wartime measure. In
peace and in war, ability to pay should be the measure of our tax r~tes.
President Philip Murray of the Congress of Industrial Organizations, in a letter
last month, to ali our affiliates urging labor protest proposed, sales or wage taxes, said:"Labor believes that a sound .tax program is essential to the maximum war effort
of the nation.
"The only way to see that a sound tax program is enacted is by unceasing vigilance
on tl~e part of the worknig people of the country. · Tax bills are enacted in the midst
of such a cloud of secrecy and speculation that only by the closest attention is it possible
to keep track of what is going on.
"Within the next two or three weeks, hearings will begin in Congress on a tremendous new Federal tax bi~l. The President has r equested from Congress taxes to
·c ollect at least 7 billion dollars more revenue per year.
"The nature of the new taxes used to collect this additional revenue is of the deepest
and most immediate concern to labor.
"Tl).e basic tax issue is whether the new taxes shall be drawn primarily from the
pockets of workers, farmers and others of the low income group or from corporation
profits, the higher incomes, inheritances and luxuries.
"There is a substantial group in the Congress, aided and abetted by the National
Association of Manufacturers, ·Chambers of Commerce and other reactionary groups,
which is anxious to have heavy sales taxes or wage taxes become the major source of
revenue for the new tax bill. Such a program would be a most serious mistake. It
would on the one hand cut into the bare livelihood of the working people of the nation
who will need all their present income and more to mainta in themselves in health and
efficiency. On the other hand, it would leave unscathed the excessive profits now being
made by industries and by individuals.
"The facts are that the needed tax revenue can be collected from corporation
profits, from higher taxes on the present income tax basis, from excise tax~ s on luxuries·
and by closing loopholes ih the tax structure.
"Therefore, there is no necessity of levying wage taxes or sales taxes. In fact, to
do so would be a serious blow at the efficiency of the nation's wor king people and at
the morale of the country."
The official position of the Congress of Industrial Organizations was put in the
following Resolution on Taxes :"WHEREAS, (1) The war production program requires the best efforts of all
American workers, and
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"(2) It is ·essential in order to reach such maximum production that American
workers and their familie11 receive incomes s~fficient to maintain the worker and his
family in full efficiency, good health and well-being and
" ( 3) Profits of industry under the war progra:n are soaring to outrageous heights,
and
.
"(4) .T~e President of the United States has asked for an additional tax program
of seven bilhon dollars and such an amount can be collected from taxes which do not
fall further upon working men and their families.
"NOW THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED, That the CIO call upon Congress to
enact a tax program which will stop war profiteering and ' the creation of war millionaires and which will protect the standard of living necessary to maintain American
production at a maximum. Such program should provide for the necessary. federal
revenue to come from the following sources:
"1. Increased normal taxes and excess profit taxes on corporations.
"2. Increased taxes on the present individual income tax base.
"3. Closing of loopholes in the individual income tax and the corporation taxes,
such as mandatory joint returns and tax-free bonds.
"4. Increased rates and lowered exemptions on estate and gift taxes.
"5. Excise taxes on certain luxury goods.
"AND FURTHER BE IT RESOLVED, That the· CIO oppose most vigorously any
attempt to establish a general sales tax or a fiat wage tax for general revenue because
such taxes are the most vicious kind of discrimination against the working people."

CAN WE FINANCE THE WAR BY TAXATION?
Ernest Minor Patterson, Professor of Economics
University of Pennsylvania
Presumably the question asked in this title should be supplemented by wording
it "Can We Finance the War by Taxation Alone?" The answer is No, but your speaker
wonders what can be said other than to -reiterate commoplaces. He understands that
he is not expected to suggest what forms of taxes should be used.
Fortunately the nature of war financing is more widely understood today than it
was at the time of the First World War. A larger number of people realize that the
real cost of the war must be paid from current income and that purchasers of bonds
surrender a part of their current income just as truly as do taxpayers. There are to
this a few exceptions, but in general the proposition is correct. In the case of our
own country, we must then find ways of diverting to war purposes whatever percentage
of cur:rent income we decide should be used in that .way, to which must be added whatever amounts of this same current income we may divert to the use of other countries
allied with us.
There is no reason why we should be Feluctant to tax very heavily those persons
who are in the higher income brackets. Certainly we need not waste our sympathy on
them because they may be compelled to live at as low a standard as any of the rest
of us. Unfortunately, however, there are certain complexities that must be mentioned.
Among them are the following : .
1. There is still some belief that it is possible to postpone the war burden by avoiding taxes and selling bonds, even though this belief is less widespread than in the past.
This psychological fact must be recognized.
2. By political pressures, either direct on Congress or through public opinion, the
groups in the higher brackets will influence what we do and some will endeavor to keep
down the amount of taxes they pay.
3. The amount that can be secured from the higher income group is limited because, though their incomes as individuals or families are large, the aggregate amount
of the national income which they receive is small. Thus, in 1935-36 those with incomes
of ten thousand dollars or more per year received only 9-83/100 per cent ·o f the national
income of that year. If all of their incomes could be taken the amount · would fall far
short of the war cost,
A further complication arises. While we need not waste sympathy on these groups
because they would be compelled to lower their standard of living, we ma:y properly note
the contractual obligations into which they have entered; It would not be at all hard
to raise their taxes to a point where they would have to default, to a greater or lesser
extent, on interest payments, insurance premiums, etc. This would have ramifications .
that. might be serious among their creditors, such as insurance companies, savings
banks, etc. ·Presumably moratoria would have to be arranged and perhaps among
· many groups in the country.
4. As we approach the lower income groups, there are similar psychological obstacles to overcome, and we may expect their influence to be used against what they
may consider unduly high taxes.
5. Finally, it must be remembered that taxation is a delicate matter. Appropriate
financial methods are not the only thing to be considered. Maximum productivity,
particularly for war purposes, is imperative. There is much to be said for the use of
bond sales on the ground that those who purchase bonds do so more voluntarily than
taxpayers meet their tax bills. As a consequence, there are less apt to be payments
that will disrupt the smooth flow of productive operations.
The net result presumably will be that we shall finance the war in ways that overlap seriously but which ,may be classified under three headings:
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(a) Through greatly increased taxation. There is little danger that the taxes
will be so hlgh as to interfere with our economic life along the lines suggested above.
(b) By public borrowing which we may hope can be managed through the sales
of bonds to buyers who purchas.e out of real income instead of borrowing to 'do so.
1
(c) The third method which cannot be entirely avoided is inflation.
These three methods are alike in that they are ways of adapting the national income
for war uses, and of course inflation is the most objectionable in that it op~rates in
ways that usually offend our sense of justice.

TAXING LAND SPECULATION
Adele L. Nichols
Most citizens have recently experienced spiraling prices and increased costs of
living, due to the inflationary tendency of · the war production effort. All of us are
fairly familiar with the efforts of Government through various agencies, Office of
Price Administration and Civilian Cupply, Office of Price Administration, and lately,
of the Office of Price Control, to- place ceilings upon the prices of producers and consumers goods. Tax laws concerning surplus earnings, have been revised to channel war
profits into the war effort, instead of to individuals. Various interested groups, have
sought to obtain exemptions and exceptions for their interests, from price control laws
and regulations of various administrative agencies and those administering them. In
particular, we have seen the successful efforts of the farm bloc in obtaining for the
Secretary of Agriculture, veto powers in connection with the price administration,
where any regulation interferes substantially with the farm program. We are familiar
also with the representatives of labor,, pleading for themselv:es special exe~ptions from
control of spiraling wage rates. We have heard little or nothing concerning the one
fundamentally important source of revenue and price control in our economic life,
namely, the increase of the unearned increment due to speculative holdings in land
and realty interests.
I hold that the tendency of pr ices and wages to increase in times such as these,
is dependent upon, if not caused by · a monopoly control of the source of production,
including the private ownership of land. But whatever may be said concerning this,
I think I may fairly establish that any consideration of a check on increase of prices
or of wages, has neglected entirely · increased increment due to private speculation in
land values. Except for the breakdown of the normal laws of supply and demand, the
breakdown of our economic market, the price of producer and consumer goods is always
offset by the productive capacity of labor in the nation at large, to supply the same or
equivalent goods at the market price. Land and land sites are different. Unlike producer or consumer goods, limited only by the prodctive capacity of labor and capital
on one hand an4 the demand of the market on the other, the supply of land is limited.
We are consequently confronted in times like these, with the following factual illustrations.
A company must purchase .a large tract of land on which to build a new plant for
· construction of war materials. The land site lies at a strategic point rtot far from the
company's present facilities, is replete with all requirements for transportation by river,
rail and truck, a sufficient labor supply is available as are fuel supplies, power and so
forth, and it is the ideal spot for the l<;>cation of the new plant. Tlie cost of this land,
for which there had been no demand in many years, _far exceeds its potential value in
times of peace, or what it would procure in a norm.al marke_t. This cast is levie'1 upon
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the c.o mpany and through them, the people of the country and will be paid, for thei'.r
is no other suitable available site.
Recently a Government defense .agency planning the expansion of defense facilities
in the northwest acquired options on uplands in the vicinity of the project. It used
a party-line telephone to transact part of its business with owners of the land, and
found that as it went from farm owner to farm ow'ner, options on land of equivalent
value Tose in geometric scale, and out of all proportion to the value of the land. Before
the job was finished, due to listening on party-lines, options on land of equivalent value
had spiraled to 100 % more than the asking price of Farmer A. Naturally, the agency
resorted to condemnation proceedings.
Take a familiar example, the increase in land values and rents of habitable dwelling space in the District of Columbia; which I think has reached the proportions almost
of a national crisis. Rents of housing facilities have increased 25 % to 200 % . Whereas
a habitable room might as late as 1939 have rented for from $20 to $40 a month, the
same room having been cut in two by beaver board partitions, has rented, each half,
for the same amount as formerly paid for the whole. It is proverbial in Washington
that one does not rent· a room, one rents a bed. Demand for housing Government workers has increased the value of land and rentable habitations without regard to any
efforts of the owners of land to improve their facilities, or the services rendered in
connection with them. T_h e recent District of Columbia Control Bill attempts locally
to do what the Office of Price Control attempts to .do. with commodities nationally. With
the increase of population in Washington and other productive defense centers in the
country, who can doubt that owners of hitherto unprofitable land in those area.s are
realizing a yield beyond their greatest expectat~ons, or that ·shrewd investors and
speculators are acquiring interests in land on the outskirts of productive centers, which
due to the swelling tide of workers, must inevitably bring that land within the center,
at an increment attributable only and entirely to the pressure of population and the
productive economy within · the community concerned,
There can be no doubt that a substantial portion of this increased increment due
to the speculative withholding of land is due, not to the efforts of the owners of land,
but rather to the productive economy of the community in qµestion, the expansion of
the population and causes entirely beyond the control of the owners of the land, but
of which they are the ultimate and inevitable beneficiaries. Statistical proof is not
needed of the fact that speculative withholding of land has resulted in vastly disproportionate increment, particularly in times like these, whether or not, the increment
be as much as I suspect it is, and might be dubbed profiteering. It is sufficient if it
be recognized, that any attempt to have all of us contribute to the burden of supporting
the war economy, must take into account the economic class of land owners and the
increment they enjoy. I think it equally clear that any ~fforts thus far made to devise
methods of thus distributing the burden among various classes of our productive economy, namely, 1>roductive capital, labor and land-owners, have ignored completely the
latter class. This is not_ in the interests of our democratic way of life, let alone sound
economics.
It does not seem debatable that any consideration of the problem of spiraling prices
and the question of distributing the burden, should assume procuring for the community . the increment on land holdings which obviously the community itself and not
the owner of the land directly brings about. The question. then remains, "How is this
to be done?"
,
·
The city of Canberra, Australia, provides a fit example, being possessed of a logical
and highly successful system of gathering for the use of the people through the agency
of the Government the full economic value of land and land sites. The use of the land
is granted to the highest bidder on a mutually satisfactory short-term lease. Should
the value of the land increase durin.g the period of the lease, the renter is satisfied with
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his very slight saving during the balance of the term, knowing that at the end of the
period, the rate will be adjusted and the rent increased, in accordance with the increase
of productive possibilities of the site, and knowing also that if he won't pay the increased
amount, someone else will, while should the value decrease, his rent at the end of the
lease period will be adjusted downward, to conform to the change in production value.
There is no reason why we should not adopt this system of taxation. This system
includes ending the penalty for improvement of the rented land, by immediately increased assessments following the ~rection of a building on the land site, or of any work
done on the land with an eye toward improvement. Take the three blocks bounaed by
Pennsylvania, New York AvenueJ, 14th and 15th Streets here in Washington. These
three blocks comprise in land value, out of a total of some five thousand blocks in the
District of Columbia, approximately 3 % of the total land value, but the value of the
buildings is only slightly over 1 o/o of the total value of all buildings in the District.
Let us hypothecate another simpler situation. Suppose the relative value of land
and improvements were as one to one and a tax of 3 % of the assessed value applied to
each. The revenue to the Government would be the same for each. If the 3% now
charged in this hypothesis to buildings were transferred to land value, making the total
tax rate on land 6 % , there would be no difference in the amount due the Government
from the owner of the land, if also owner of the building. However, in these three
blocks, the assessed value of the land is approximately twice the assessed value of the
buildings, so if the tax were doubled on land and removed from buildings the total
revenue would be nearly twice the amount now paid on both. At the same time, this
amount approximates the full economic rent of the land, variously set at 5% to 6% of
the capitalized value of the land. ,
This in a word is the proposal I make, namely, to tax land to the full extent of
the economic rent and remove taxes from improvements. This is the system used in
forward-looking Canberra. Why can't we work out such a system?
·
We are concerned with many problems, prime among which is that of financing the
war program. Here is a most fruitful source of . potential Government Revenue now
retained by individuals, with no outcry from indignant citizens.
Second, we are concerned with inflation, yet we permit this vast, disproportionate
unearned increment a free play in bidding for the diminishing supply of civilian or
consumers goods.
Third, we are concerned with the crisis developing in productive centers, over lack
of habitable dwelling space," yet we permit great numbers of sites to be boarded up, or
improved only with "taxpayers" or not at all, against such time as the speculative price
demanded by the owner shall be acceded to, in order to satisfy his inflated demands. '
Fourth, we are concerned with the post-war situation, yet we do not exhaust the
possibilities of insuring against a disastrous period of speculation in land and land
values. Fifth, since it seems no possible sleight of hand will enable us to pay as we
go, our tax burden after the war, will assume astronomical proportions. Why not tap
this obvious source of revenue, the most valuable factor in the post-war production
picture?
·
This is a suggested measure, which if taken immediately, will have far more than
a merely fiscal effect. The ethical misconceptions hidden behind the private control of
land is, in us, a bad habit of thinking, due to its protective mantle of "status quo."
This need not be so. Ending this fault in our tax system would greatly alleviate maladjustment in our economic scheme, and make unnecessary useless palliatives, ·with
which we are now dosing ourselves.
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UNTAPPED SOURCES OF HOARDED WEALTH
Congressman John M. Coffee of Washington
It is obvious at even a first glance that the sources of hoarded wealth revolve
around the corporate structure of the country and around those persons who derive
t~eir income from this structure.
.
The title of my brief remarks could very well be sub-titled "How to Hide from the
Tax Collector."
The most obvious way for a corporation to evade the tax collector and hoard wealth
for private use is simply not to declare a dividend. Personal taxes on such dividends
can thus be avoided. Eventually a corporation may have to declare a dividend, but
the rates may then be lower. Or if you sell stock at a price enhanced because of the
reinvested earnings, then the earnings are turned into a capital gain and the t ax rates
will be only 15 %. at most. This has in the past been a common method of evading the
tax collector. Any real attempt to get at corporation income, which seeks to hide from
the tax collector, must get underneath many of the attempts of corporations to camou. flage such corporation income.
If a corporation decides not to declare a dividend it usually takes the time-honored
.step of raising the salaries of the corporation officers. In corporations where stock
ownership is concentrated in the hands of officers, this is one of the most obvious ways
to evade the tax collector. It is always possible to put the earnings away into a pension
trust for penniless officers. Then they won't have to pay either corporation or personal
income taxes.
'
One of the favorite forms of investment on the part of wealthy corporations and
individuals is tax exempt securities. Most of the great fortunes of America are invested
in tax exempt securities issued before March 1941, if they are federal securities.
A battle is now raging in Congress as to whether or not it is advisable to tax the
income derived from these government securities.
.
A favorite device of the wealthy is to ~ave taxes by splitting up the income among
various members of the family and heirs thereto, in various trusts, each of which will
then pay on just its own income at a much lower rate. Many Americans, wealthy
citizens, who did not care so much for the income as for the control of their capital,
have found it very satisfactory to set up a charitable foundation that will be exempt
from taxes. The sponsor of the foundation can sit as a trustee, along with such other
friends as he may select, to control the investment that will be made of the foundation's
funds, thus giving these trustees, within certain limits, as much control over the capital
as if it were owned outright. I have had the temerity to suggest to the Jlouse of
Representatives Ways and Means Committee, in the form of a bill which I introduced,
H. R. 4278, the advisability of imposing a tax upon income derived by nonprofit organizations from dividends, as a result of ownership by such organizations of substantial
or practical voting control of private corporations operating for profit.
Certain of these non-profit corporations, which include a variety of charitable, educational and business organizations, derive a huge income . from such corporations as
the Standard Oil Company through dividends on the hundreds of thousands of shares
of stock-dividends that are exempt from taxation . under section 101 of the Internal
Revenue Code, It seems to me that the time has come for the federal government to
109k into the question of capturing part of the profits of these organizations.
It is high time that we take steps to tax heavily the surplus reserves and undivided
profits of corporations which have for too long escaped bearing their fair share of the
cost of government in the United States. With some hesitation, I give you a few figures
showing the 1939 surplus reserves and undivided profits for all major industrial corporations. In round figures, the surplus reserves of all corporate industrial group~
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in the year 1939 totaled approximately $6,000,000,000.00. The surplus and undivided
profit.s of these groups totaled over $51,000,000,000.00. That is a staggering figure. I
submit that great corporations in these United States should be forced, either to pay
heavy taxes on such reserves, surplus reserves and undivided profits or else list them
so they will be. subject to a steeply graduated excess-profits tax.
'
The foregoing is a brief discussion of some of the sources of hoarded or accumulated
wealth which have not been tapped by the federal government up to this time.
. We are now e~gaged in the most bitter and costly war in the history of our nation.
~t is a war for which the people of America are asked to sacrifice, not only by acceptmg a lower standard of living, but also by giving the lives of our young soldiers. The
war must be financed. The burden of that financing should be borne equally by all
groups in America. It is our task and common purpose to lend all aid within our
power to the ·accomplishment of this objective.
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WAR ECONOMICS AND POST-WAR POLICIES
Michael Straight, Associate Editor "New Republic"
All of us, as progressives, were brought up to regard war as a final evil. We hated
war not only as humanitarians, .for the suffering which it caused, but also as liberals
becau~e. war seemed to destroy all the liberal ideals for which men fight and die. Our
attitude seemed to be amply justified by history, yet it was altogether wrong. For we
were ~alling into the commonest human failing, of seeing in a transitory and accidental .
experience a permanent and universal truth.
This attitude, that nothing good can come of war, worked ·as a vicious circle to
prove itself. In the last war, we regarded the peacetime society which we desired as
something quite separate from the wartime society in which we lived. We failed to
appreciate the very advanced forms of international economic cooperation which had
arisen; we concentrated instead upon far less developed forms of political cooperation
which were to be created fr'om a fresh start in the League. So we allowed reaction in
-America first of all to destroy the forms of wartime cooperation which we had created,
then to destroy the new forms which we tried to substitute for them. You will remember that Herbert Hoover, as Food Administrator, wired to .his colleagues in Paris on
November 7, 1918, "for your general advice this Government will not agree to anything
that even looks like inter-Allied control of our economic resource~ after peace." Once
our own government had set about destroying the international cooperation which
already existed, and which the Allies wished to continue, it was easy for the Senate
to destroy the means of further cooperation which the President proposed to establish
in The League.
In the same way, in this war, we have clung to our attitude that nothing good can
come of war. And so again we have come dangerously close to allowing reaction to
take the war over and make the war its war. Of course, once the war becomes a war
of reaction, then we cannot avoid a reactionary peace.
Actually war, like time, belongs to those who fight · hardest and best for it. War
may be' for the Nation as a whole, a time of unparalleled social and economic advance
if we choose to make it so. It may be a time of advance both within America and in
our relations with the ~orld.
If we take the inequities of our peacetime society, one by one, we can see war may
work to destroy these evils.
There is the inequity of unemployment. But in war no form of waste including
unemployment can be tole:r;-ated. The people demand full mobilization; and within the
!ourse of two years our . twenty-year-old unemployment almost vanishes. Not only
does it vanish, the people realize, if they are given a lead, that all the old shibboleths
of sound banking practice and fear of debt which prevented us from fully mobilizing
our manpower in the past are shibboleths and nothing more.
There is the inequity of inequality, the inequity that has been the curse ·of our
democracy. But war is the greatest of all forces demanding an equalitarian society.
War demands equality of sacrifioee on the fighting fronts, and that sacrifice demands
equality of sacrifice at home. Wealth becomes intolerable to families whose sons are
fighting: wealth becomes the fat on our wartime body .w hich must be cut out before
we cut from the muscle, in order to finance the war. Again, if we understand this
process we can move far in war both in structure and in spirit towards a classless
society in America.
A third inequity is low stahdar'ds. But as war progresses, not only do we try to
take the main burden of financing the wa:r;- from the wealthy, who can afford it; we
introduce, rationing, first of all the simple rationing of several shares for all Americans.
Later we will develop, as Britain and Germany have already developed, a far more scien11

tific rationing system. We will ask: why, if meat is scarce, should a lady living in
a New York apartment with a cocker spaniel and . two maids get as much meat as a
steel worker driving a· heavy hammer in a mill in Pittsburgh? We .shall go on to the
really scientific, socialist principle of to each according to his need. We shall go on
to analyze need; we shall find, as British nutritionists have found, that a five-year-old
child must have, say, a pint of milk a day, a ten-year-old child must have a pint; a
mother must have a pint and a half. And we will undertake to meet these requirements,
as Britain has already done, and when the war is over we shall carry on this principle,
· we shall never let standards of consumption fall below the minimum required for
health. That will be a tremendous achievement.
There is the inequity of discrimination. But when work has· to be done, as it must
be done in war, it doesn't much matter if the hands that make a shell are white hands
or black, are the hands of a man or a woman. War may bring about far greater equality among minorities a·n d sexes than we have ever had before.
There is the inequity of uncontrolled capitalism. But in the last two years, more
than 70 percent of pew construction has been either government financed or government owned. So in war government is given, out of sheer necessity for action, the role
which we have always se~n for government in a new society; not of _c omplete ownership
and operation, but of direction and control over the sectors of the economy which private
enterprise is no longer big enough to handle.
What is true for America internally is equally true for America in its international
relations.
·
Already in this war we have achieved a Union Now with Britain far more profound and complete than the exchange of common postage stamps and currencies which
Clarence Streit once proposed. There is complete unification between Britain and ourselve-s in the direction of the war, and in the case of shipping, we have already achieved
the pooling of our two merchant marines.
·
Now we need to go ahead, and make this not a Union Now war, but a -United
Nations war.. Again, sheer military necessity demands that we take this step.
In the Pacific a pattern of real world organization already exists. It is the Eastern
Group Supply Council on which, unlik;e our supreme council in W ashington,-India,
China, and the .other nations of the Near East and Far East are represented. In New
Delhi, the Council directs the flow of war supplies for the Pacific and determines how
the production of each nation will be used. Each nation of the Pacific has both its local
J>roduction Council, and its councils, in the communities which direct production and
answer ultimately to the International Group as a whole at New Delhi.
We need to create a Western Supply Council, on which Russia, as well as Britain,
is represented. We need to create a Central Supply Council to coordinate East and .
West. · We need to give this Central Supply Co~ncil its own secretariat and to make
it answerable, not to Britain or America, but to a Council of the United Nations.
Ultimately, from this wartime working body the United Nations would rise in stature,
as the United States rose, until it became a true world organization.
These are the deep and powerful ways in which war is working for us for a progressive, united world. If we neglect these forces, they will atrophy, as reaction once
more takes over war and destroys the spirit which makes us glad to give our lives and
everything we possess in wartime. But if we understand and direct these forces then
from our wartime world, will flow the peacetime society we all desire.
'
'
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WAR OBJECTIVES
Bishop Francis J. McConnell
It seems to me to be a wise and statesmanlike and patriotic thought which calls
together groups of · patriotic idealists, or people trying to be ideal, to talk about the
peace which is to follow the war. In all such discussions there is likely to be much that
is over-utopian and much that is over-realistic but the essential part is that there is
any such discussion at all. It is a new phenomenon in the world's history. Great wars
have indeed been fought with definite aims from plans laid in the secret cham~rs of
political officials and · at the headquarters of military chief tans. There has been much
condemnation of the Treaty of Versailles at the close of the World War, but some of
the worst features of the situation that made a background for the treaty, are not emphasized enough,-the existence of secret treaties which influenced the thinking of the negotiators, and on the other hand some of those who were to take a decisive part· in the
discussions wer.e not prepared at all. So far as the public opinion· of this country was
concerned the sentiment was poorly informed, inchoate, and ineffective. The greatest
single contribution was Woodrow Wilson's framing of the Fourteen Points and there
had not been enough p-µblic discussion of those to make them anything more in the
public view than a set of intellectual weapons to help win the war, rather than to lay
a basis for a new international order. Even the League of Nations itself .got no adequate interpretation before public opinion. It became a battle ·theme of a handful of
speech-making senators who knew nothing about leagues and little about nations.
The situation today is much better and the prospects brighter. When men deny
all such discussions as those proposed here, on the ground that they availed nothing at
the close of the last war, the adequate answer is that there was then no such widespread di's cussion, and what there was came .after the war, and that was too late. We
may well be thankful that discussion of peace has already been going on for months.
Suppose it has not yet taken form,-is conf~ed and bewildering. If the discussion
is to be living at all it must go through life processes, and life stages. If the public
mind is actually "stewing," as some somewhat cynically affirm, that is one of the best
of signs. Stewing, or fermenting is possibly a better term, is a life process. Cast a
seed into the ground and the first result is destruction. The earth and air forces tear
the seed into shreds. Stop the process halfway and we are indeed at a loss, but let the
process run on to the end and we have the rich grain of the harvest. Or to speak
chemically, we have deposits and solutions coming from the debate which do make a
solid contribution to pe!lce. T.hough the final terms may be drafted by officials, the
state of the public mind is one of the inescapable facts of which diplomats and national
executives will have to take account.
(Bishop McConnell's and Dr. Warne's talks were broadcast by the National Broadcasting Company.)
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GOVERNMENT AND INDUSTRY IN WAR
Dr. Colston E. Warne of Amherst College
With plans on foot to bring half of our total industrial capacity into war output
by the end of this year, America now enters a difficult but · decisive ten months. Since
the first of January, Congressional appropriations have exceeded $67,000,000,000, to
be added to earlier billions. If appropriations alone would win a war, the outcome
by now should be overwhelming. Our modest venture of 1917 has already been 9,warfed
into insignificance.
·
Yet despite the magnitude of the present effort and the sacrifices and dislocations
it will inevitably bring, one is amazed at our complacency. Traffic still flows in endless
streams. Theatres are filled and Florida trains crowded. Submarine sinkings appear
to many as remote as war along the Burma Road. Our daily papers feature society
gathering for the South Carolina steeplechase while Miami announces a 1942 budget
of more than a quarter million dollars to advertise its sunshine. Its Junior Chamber
of Commerce this week climaxes the social calendar with speedboat races and a "victory
fashion show." . Can it be a war that we are engaged in?
It is difficult not to be a bit troubled by the social contrasts that· are appearing.
For some, sacrifices are substantial and real; for others the war has brought an
exhilarating round of benefit balls with only the income tax blank as an inadequate
reminder of the enormous costs involved. Our citizens, united for an ho-qr by Pearl
Harbor, appear again rent into conflicting factions.
On the one side are those who wish "Business as Usual." They endorse the warand profit too. "This is no time for social reform,'' they chant. To them customary
living standards should be· continued by the well-to-do. Travel should be encouraged.
Adver tising should be employed to keep trade names alive. War production should not
. break the insulation of their lives. To them it is imperative that we have sales taxation, the Dies Committee, a distrustful attitude toward unions and confidence that
business will, for a profit, provide for all. This is the spirit which kept the automobile
industry going full blast through 1941 at the expense of plane production. This is the
spirit which has kept enough neon advertising signs burning in New York City alone,
to supply us with 150,000,000 pounds a year of aluminum, if it had been channeled to
that purpose. This is the spirit that filled Washington with· Knudsen and his dollar-ayear men who, serving two masters, badly bungled the job of defense.
Fortunately, Knudsenism seems to have passed in eclipse in America, though it is
too early to say definitely. Coming to the fore are those who realize that this war is
not a child's game in which we have energy to dissipate in maintaining profits and
product differentiation. Manpower is shott, and will be shorter in the months to come.
We can no longer afford many industries. If unessential, an industry must go. We
can no longer afford the absence of adequate coordination in our defense effort.
It is too late to quibble about the sitdown strike of aircraft manufacturers which
slowed. down for months the production of planes. The record of steel, aluminum,
planes, and many another industry would be a proper basis for a post-war scandal.
The question today is how to get production, not to ask a series of Truman committees
to find culprits.
That the British have been facing this same problem is indicated by a recent statement of the British Labor Party:
"It is not enough to point to · the l:Ontrol of prices and profits and the big increase
in taxation. The essential thing is that no private interest should be allowed to bar
the way to 100 per cent prosecution of the war."
The statement goes on to indicate that the coal .industry, the transportati_o n industry are illustrations of fields in which government control without public ownership
does not meet the need. "This is a people's war," the statement concludes, "and it
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must be waged by the people on the basis 0£ the greatest possible measure of equality
of sacrifice."
In America, it is becoming increasingly apparient that the coordination and expansion of industrial enterprise must be undertaken through government control or
operation. Private concerns have been so hesitan to risk new capital in the war
effort that plant construction has been largely out of the Federal pocketbook. Out of
the $5,200,000,000 involved in building ·some 3,000 war projects, only $995,000,000 or
less than 19% was furnished by private capital. The remaining 81 % was.' supplied
from Federal funds.
,,
As Federal money floods into war production, the government responsibility becomes greater. Some ?f public investments are so massive that they can be ill-trusted
to private companies even under public control. Others require such close coordination
with power projects, or with other industries, that control would be entirely insufficient.
The lesson of the TV A, of Bonneville, and of Grand Coulee is a good indication that for
initiative and foresight, the Federal government has, in such large projects, a far
better record than private enterprise. (Incidentally, where are the critics of those
projects today?)
If private industry is willing to increase capacity, to forget monopoly restraints
and to fit into a pattern of coordinated control, there is a place for it in the defense
program. If it will not carry its responsibility any better · than in past months, it is
high time that capital be drafted in the nation's service. This tinie we want no new
crop of war millionaires.
Our biggest consumer problem has been very little mentioned of late-the question
of how an adequate minimum of essential civilian supplies can be maintained as half
our factories are converted to war work. The deficiencies we are feeling today in a
few lines are but a beginning. Retail stores, crowded with 11- profusion of commodities,
will soon be a thing of the past. Essential raw materials and labor are simply not
going to be allocated to civilian use· when imperatively needed for the war effort.
In recent weeks plans have been formulated which will, I think, help to solve this
problem. Briefly, the idea is this: let us develop during the war period a basic government brand of goods in each essential field. Call it the "Victory Brand" or model if
you will. Thus, in the field of 'Clothing, furniture and sheets, the bulk of the_ prod~c
tion would be concentrated on items produced according to standard minimum specifications so as to be of a highly durable character. Style would be acceptable, but would
be subordinated to the central idea of serviceability.
Prices on the Victory Model would be set from the raw materials through to the
ultimate consumer. Every producer in the field would . be compelled to give the bulk
of his attention to the production of this design. Forgotten would be the extra gadgets
the advertising and the sales differentiation. Our whole effort would be again to giv~
consumers as many units as possible with a minimum of labor and material cost. For
those who possess higher incomes, other types of production might still be allowed
on a limited basis. But on the government would fall the responsibility for seeing
that the simple necessities were brought to a simplified mass production- basis and that
the distribution costs involved be cut to the barest minimum.
I fully appreciate that this idea may today sound fantastic to some. It will not
sound fantastic tomorrow. In coming months when taxation eats one third or one half
of our incomes, when the shops are denuded, we will come to appreciate 'that the real
sacrifices in the war time can be minimized, only if the government has planned sufficiently ahead to use our limited remaining man power to set aside business-as-usual
practices.
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IS SOCIALIZATION OF OUR BASIC INDUSTRIES ESSENTIAL?
W. Jett Lauck, Director American Association for Economic Freedom
Past and present performance of our economic system makes the conclusion clear
we cannot win the war by securing a predominance over our enemies in aircraft, tanks,
ships, and munitions in tim,e.-unless we at once adopt a high degree of control or
socialization of our basic industries. It is equally apparent that, without this, our
united democracies will not be able to win the peace, and get a post-war economy _ensuring reemployment and plenty, through full use of our resources-natural, human, and
mechanical.
Why such conclusions? Perhaps this can be best answered by certain fundamental
conch~sions put forward several years ago by our National Resources Planning Board,
after an exhaustive study of our so-called system of free enterprise. These conclusions
briefly were:The American economy under private controls is a stabilizing and a restrictive
economy, tending toward monopoly controls and devices.
It has no mechanism within itself for bringing about expansion, or a full use of
our natural resourees, manpower, and mechanical equipment.
·
As a consequence, positive, affirmative, governmental action is necessary, to !)ecure
adequate expansion in national income, employment, and mass-purchasing power.
The unacceptable record of our dominating system of industry and finance since
the first World War demonstrates the soundness of this analysis, and may be briefly
•
reviewed as follows:Fitrst-The So.Called "New Era" of 1922-1929.
_ After the deflation following the first World War, this system failed to respond to
the challenge of improved mechanization, and of revolutionary technological changes.
By 1922, the old order' of thinking ,had been practically forgotten by a new group
of industrial leaders and corporate officials, who realized the significance of wage and
salary workers, as consumers. They and labor leaders accepted the fact their mutual
interests lay in expanding industrial output, reducing costs of production, and stimulating consumption by lower prices and higher wage standards, and that continuing
expansion and profitableness of industry , and trade were primarily dependent upon
expansion in mass-purchasing power, or effective consumer demand. They held there
might be indeterminate wage and salary incr.eases, and reductions in hours of work, so
long as costs were not increased per unit of output and reasonable rates of profit were
maintained on the same basis, all possible under the· new order in industrial practices.
But the banker-finance-capitalism system had other plans, and under its influence,
the industrial performance in full swing, was made the basis for floating speculative
security issues, to divert produotive gains to privileged groups controlling leading
corporations.
Wage and salary workers were denied an adequate share of increased industrial
output, and held to earlier rates of pay. The increase in mass purchasing power was
too small to absorb the increased industrial output, industrial operations were slowed
down and by the winter of 1927-1928, three to four million workers were unemployed.
Attempts by installment-selling campaigns, etc., to revive employment were short-lived,
and in the autumn of 1929 our entire economy collapsed.
- Industrial leaders; technical experts, and students of busine!>S, during the winter
of 1928-1929, admitted that under the system of banker-finance-capitalism they could
not stabilize their operations, and urged cooperation by the Federal Government.
Such efforts failed, because government officials would not consent to suspend a:ntitrust laws, without adequate production, and price and profit controls, and business
and industry, would not subordinate their controls and policies to governmental
ecenomic planning.
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Second--Failure of th:e Banking and Financial Oligarchy During the Depression,
1929-1933.
Having precipitated deflation, former leaders in finance and industry did not produce any corrective measures, and to their minds, it was "just another depression"
which would automatically correct itself when deflation of wages reached a proper
level, and prices would rise. By early 1933 some 16,000,000 workers were unemployed,
and by President Roosevelt's inauguration, March 4, 1933, representatives of the old
order abandoning faith in their theories, importuned the incoming "New Deal" to
save the banks, industry, and property in general. Some of these formulated a plan
for a Government-finance permanent partnership to revive the iron, steel, and other
heavy in'dustries, and would accept any effective plan, to use their own words, "short
of communism,,'' for ensuring economic recovery.
Thitrd--The New Deal Rescues Industry and Finance, 1933-1934.
The New Deal immediately provided food and shelter for the unemployed millions;
took over, reorganized, and put the banking· system, through direct government loans
and the purchase of preferred stock, on a fluid basis; rescued railroads, utilities, and
industrial corporations from insolvency, and through its agricultural program and the
National Industrial Recovery Act, stabilized prices of agricultural and industrial
commodities.
This was done for finance and industry through government credit and subsidies,
which in large measure must be repaid, through taxation, by the mass of the people.
Fourth--Indu8try and Finance Go On Their Own and Again Come to Collapse1934-1937.
As soon as the New Deal had by 1934 brought a revival of profits, dominant financial and industrial groups dropped all semblal).ce of cooperation.
At the general conference of 'Code Authorities of the N. R. A. called by the President in March 1934, to review achievements, and plan for the future, attended by
several thousand representatives · of more than 600 industries, he urged the Code
Authorities to stress shorter hours or reemployment and higher wage rates, postponing stress upon higher prices and profits. *
His recommendations were disregarded, profitable industrial expansion was neg-lected, and emphasis was placed upon immediate profits, so destroying all immediate
hope of a new economy of expansion.
Fifth--Industry and Finance Insisted That the Budget Be Balanced, and Pr oduced
the Secondary Depression of 1937-1938.
During 1937 the incompetence of the representatives of so-called big business and
finance were even more clearly manifest.
Aft er the Supreme Court's adverse decision on the N. R. A., the President depended mor~ on "pump-priming" to sustain employment and promote recovery. After
spending about 20 billions in this effort, the President in 1937, yielded to big business
demands that the budget be balanced by reducing pump,priming outlays, and a secondary depression occurred, which brought about almost as great a depression as from
1930 to 1933,
The New Deal, resumed pump-priming, without proper cooperaton from finance
and industry, which would have again proved futile had_ not the National Defense Pro•
gram intervened.
Sixth--The National Defense Progrann Brought to Banker-Finance~Capitalism
Excess Profits and An Opportv.nity to Prevent Maxmnum Expansion in Support of
National Def<ense.
In the ~pring of 1940, the banker-finance-capitalism system was being re-invigo•The Public papers and Addresses of Franklin D. Roosevelt, Volume Three, pp, 123-132.
H ouse, New York, 1938.
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rated by National Defense contracts,-its representatives occupying high seats in the
councils, and holding important executive and advisory positions in our National Defense agencies, while since last December, when we entered the War, its representatives
have also had leading roles in the agencies created to supply our emergency war needs.
Seventh--Full assistance of financial and industrial corporations, q,nd of their
officers and technicians, has been sorely needed, but the record shows that their cooperation should be through agencies dominated by public representatives, as their
continued fear of expan8ion and post-war com,petitive conditions, and of inflation, has
decidedly restricted our Defense and War programs.
The system of industry and finance has demonstrated that in times of peace
and prosperity it cannot fundion in the public interest by assuring full employment
and economic well-being, and in emergency periods, such as the present, its executive
and advisory possibilities are stymied by its fundamental concept of a restricted
economy.
On March 23, 1938, at Gainesville, Georgia, President Roosevelt said:
"This nation will never get permanently on the rood to recovery if we leave the
methods and processes of recovery to those who owned-I say owned--the Government
of the United States from, 1921 to 1928."
1
He referred to the finance-capitalists and industrial leaders whose machinations
had been exposed by the Pujo Committee investigation of the so-called "Money Trust"
in 1913, and again by the Pecora investigation of the Senate Committee on Banking
.in 1934, and who had wrecked the New Deal recovery program under the National
Recovery Act, and refused to cooperate in his pump-priming program after the Supreme
Court's decision against it.
From the standpoint of adequate War Production, President Roosevelt's Gainesville speech of 1938 might be paraphrased:
"This nation will never have an adequate War Production Progrwm so long as that
Progr<111n is con~rolled, or directed, by those 'dollar-a-year' finance and industrial leaders
who are more interested in the future status of the industr~es and plants they represent
than they are in the welfare of the nation ·as a whole, and whose past records show utter
incompetency during the period 1920-40 for establishing and mwinbaining for our country and our people an economy of expansion and general economic: well-being."
We cannot expect to produce an adequate war production program, or a post-defense
economy of expansion and reemployment, by invoking the aid of representatives of a
discredited pre-war economy of restriction and monopoly who hope, when Defense or
War is over, and the New Deal is no more, to reestablish a restricted economy in
America.
This is a terrible indictment, but a true bill, and explains why Defense and War
Production Programs to date have not succeeded. It explains why we cannot even
spend, at the rate scheduled by the dollar-a-year men them.selves, the billions which the
Congress has appropriated, and demonstrates there is no acceptable.future for America
under their domination.
Necessary Constructive Measures
The National Resources Planning ·Board has thus far quite appropriately confined
itself to conventional proposals for inc~easing the national income, mass-purchasing
power, and employment, or assembling of a "shelf of projects" through which under
governmental auspices they hope · war-time industrial .expansion may be changed without serious dislocation and loss into a peace-time economy of reemployment and wellbeing.
·
It is now apparent, however, that we must have more fundamental .measures if
we are to win the war, and to have a model post-war economy for a post-war, democratic world.
Our striving for an "all out" or a maximum war production has been prevented
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by the restrictive attitudes and action of the representatives of our present economic
system. They have feared industrial expansion because it may, in their minds, involve
post-war economic instability, overproduction, and collapse, and feared to extend the
facilities of existing plants, and to build new plants to increase war production. They
have strongly resisted the coordination and correlation of existing plants and corporations, an essential condition to the success of our war program-fearing that it may
lead to a breakdown of pre-war markets, controls, and stabilizing and restrictive
practices and procedures.
These conditions, now notorious, make the conclusion inescapable that the government should at once, through the War Production Board, take direct control of basic
industrial corporations, through leasing or licensing measures, which would confer
power upon the government authority to control, direct, coordinate and correlate our
basic industries, irrespective of pre-war conditions and practices, so .that our war
production plans may be attained as quickly and effectively as possible. Failure to do
this at once, will retard our war effectiveness, and cause an appalling and unnecessary
increase in war casualties.
·
I am not suggesting that individual government officials, or military officers, be
placed in charge of our basic industries, but that our basic industries should be licensed
by the War Production Board, under conditions that · would require them to accept
coordination and correlation of plants and facilities, and would ensure cooperation
to . the fullest degree of corporation officials and technicians to achieve the maximum
industrial output, essential to. the success of our war effort"s. The Director of the War
Production Board, through his Planning Committee, and through his full control of
industry, would evolve plans and procedures; and use his authority to require industry's full compliance.
When the war is over, I believe it will be found that governmental control of our
basic industries must be retained, because our pre-war economy, our system of so-called
free enterprise, from the standpoint of the public interest and well-being, has been a
continuing failure in the past, and cannot be depended upon adequately to serve
America, or the democratic world of the future. At that time we should resort to
more permanent and effective socialization or democratization of our basic industries.
In my judgment, we should cre11-te corporations, directed by Boards of Public Trustees,
after the form of the successful precedent established by T. V. A., such as United States
Railways, Inc., United States Steel, Inc., etc., for twelve or more basic industries, with
a National Planning Board, designed permanently to correlate and coordinate the
national policies and programs of industry and finance. Wage-earners, technicians, and
executives of these corporations, obviously would not be government employees, . but
employees of the corporations, entirely divol"Cing their activities from the Civil Service,
and from politics.
Such socialization or democratization, in my opinion, should not proceed· beyond
our basic industries-mining, transportation, and manufacturing (including, of course,
all natural resource industries, except agr;culture) for it will not be necessary. Public
ownership and direction of our basic industries will ensure economic democracy in
America, while freedom of economic opportunity to those who wish to engage in lesser
undertakings, will preserve the be~t there is in the American· tradition of free enterprise.
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THE ROLE OF CONSUMER COOPERATIVES IN WAR
John Carson, Washington Representative, Cooperative League of America
The Swiss say that "the consumer cooperatives incarnate the public interest."
I want you to think about that statement when you ask me about the place of consumer
cooperatives in this war situation.
.
I want to make it clear that anything I say is not intended to reflect on anyone
involved in this war administrative effort. I am depressed by the failur~ of high
officials of gover nment to make use of consumer cooperative leaders in this war effort,
but I think most of the criticism on this should be directed at consumer cooperatives
and their leaders, who have failed to advertise their accomplishments.
We are in a war, we cannot afford to lose. We should not overlook any opportunity
to strengthen our war front,-where bullets are flying and at home.
I want to give a brief picture of some present accomplishments of consumer
cooperatives.
They now have some 1,500,000 families as members and that means, probably,
some 4,000,000 to 6,000,000 persons are satisfying their material needs through service
,institutions, rather than through profit institutions. In addition, there are several
million members of Credit Unions,-credit consumer cooperatives.
Consumer cooperatives now establish a yard stick of cost for automobile insurance,
for fertilizer in many sections of the country, and soon they will establish a yard stick
for gasoline and oil prices, for life insurance, and for other commodities, and services.
They are the third largest buyer of steel wire fencing. They own and operate three oil
refineries, they own and operate enough distributing agencies to keep 50 refineries
going .24 hours a day, they have established a grade labeling program for canned
goods and thus established standards for honest merchandising which the chain grocery
stores must follow; they own oil fields and pipe lines and coffee mills and paint factories
and bakeries and now operate retail groceries in communities which stretch out over
the country from ocean to ocean.
Consumer cooperatives are not only some "hoped for Utopia.',' They are here now,
they are great business institutions, they are successful far beyond the marks of success
established by profit competitors. I am told there is no· record of the failure of a producing cooperative owned by a consumer cooperative organization. I wish you would
compare that mark of "success" with the record of failures in competing profit
industries. ·
·
When I think of the part the con~umer cooperatives, can play in this war effort,
I must think of the causes of this war and the road to the peace all mankind must desire.
There are none of us who will think of this armed conflict as something entirely
separate and apart from the conflict of 25 years ago, as having, started on December
7th, at Pearl Harbor. This war and 'its causes reach far back of December . 7th.
Just as consumer cooperatives are instruments which "incarnate the public interest,"
as they are instruments of good will and therefore of peace, I think it is obvious that
the selfish profit competitive system is an agency and an instrument of war. The causes
of war are to be found in a selfish competitive pagan profit system. We who beat
our breasts and proclaim our hatred of war, as every civilized person must hate war,
should seek an escape from the causes of war and the only escape I have found in this
materialistic world is over the road marked "consumer cooperation.''
When we remember that consumer cooperatives offer you a cooperative economy
today, not tomorrow, and when we remember that a cooperative economy must be an
economy of good will, and when we remember the very sound opinion and warning sung
at Christmas many years ago, "peace on earth to men of good will," then I think, there
is no need to ask what part the consumer cooperatives can play in a war situation.
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They offer the opportunity to build towards peace, they offer us the only hope that a
sound peace can be established.
·
The field of service of consumer cooperatives is a very broad one, but it is not so
broad and general that it cannot be a very specific, and definite service even during
the period of armed conflict. We are in a war which we must not lose, a war which
has earned the terrible indictment that it is an "all out war," involving men and women
and children, subjecting all of them to the threats of bombs and guns and c~nnon.
In this war, it has become necessary to think a great deal more about the serV'l.ce of
the people at home, to think of building and maintaining the morale of our people.
Perhaps in an hour of danger it is possible to build and maintain the morale of
pe~ple through campaigns which smack largely of the high pressure salesman's efforts.
That is what we are using today. We may be able to manufacture morale through
these loud trumpetings. But the morale we need most is the morale built on understanding, on knowledge, on daily participation of men and women in a great service
to a great cause and there is no cause which will appeal more than the cause of
building good will.
.
I am sorry our government leaders missed a great opportunity when they failed to
use organization~ of consumer cooperatives, to build morale at home today a·n d to build
morale because those participating r ealize something permanent was being built. We
must realize that this war is not going to end when some words are written on a paper
called a "treaty of peace," but another phase will extend beyond. The post-war
struggle against unemployment, tenancy, poverty, fear, insecurity, will . be_. a more
difficult struggle in my opinion. The consumer cooperative.s offer the machmery to
build strongly now, to arm against the ills of the future, against unemployment and
want and insecurity.
These leaders of the consumer cooperative movement are as competent in the
handling of a business as any business ~an I have met, and I have been intimately
acquainted with the most highly paid business men of this day, in .f act, are more competent, because they have vision which led them into the consumer cooperative business.
They are more competent because developing a far more successful, stable, sound
business system. They are "unpaid public servants" because the consumer cooperatives
incarnate the public interest. It is unfortunate they have not been called into the public
service at this time.
Though consumer cooperators have not been asked to serve _in high administrative
positions of government, they are serving quietly at home,-building morale, and
institutions of good will and of peace, though not as rapidly as I wish they could build.
They need the devoted assistance of every man, women and child of good will. That is
the opportunity the consumer cooperatives offer in this war emergency. I think consumer cooperatives are justified in asking you either to offer some other means of
service comparable to that which they offer, or to give real service to consumer
cooperatives. If you or I decline or fail, then I must be frank and question our
intelligence.
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THE ROLE OF PRODUCER COOPERATIVES IN WAR
Ezra T. Benson, Executive Secretary, National· Council of Farmer Cooperatives

1

Only three short months ago today, Japan launched ·its treacherous attack on
our Pacific outposts. l:iJ. those three months, American thinking and American action
have turned, like a mighty searchlight, to focus on but one goal-victory. 'fhe sudden
end to disunity, complacency and selfishness, and the equally sudden birth of a determination to forget self in a common effort for the nation, is nothing short of remarkable-yet typically American.
Nowhere, has this will to work together been more pronounced than i:6 agriculture.
The farmers of this country had been subordinating selfish interests, and putting their
shoulders together in cooperative effort for generations. What is more natural than
that they should emerge their efforts in a grand, all-out production campaign designed
to outflank hunger and malnutrition at home and abroad?
We can go back to 1810 to find the first recorded instances of farmer cooperation,
when the tiny cooperative cheese plants were formed in that year, in Connecticut
and New York. Since, farmer cooperatives have grown in numbers, exp,erience, purpose,
and-most spectacularly of all-in business volwme.
. Today there are 10,600 farmer-owned and farmer-controlled marketing and .purchasing associations. Among them are little community associations, with pe11haps ten
or twelve farmers as members; and then there are the large national marketing
associations and regional purchasing cooperatives that count their members in the
hundreds of thousands, and their yearly business in the millions. Last year all these
cooperatives, large and smal~, marketed farm products and purchased supplies worth
$2,280,000,000.
What would be the farmer's lot today if there were no cooperatives? It is difficult
to envision the chaotic conditions in which 1,1griculture would find itself if tomorrow,
every marketing and purchasing association should close its doors.
Farmers, at a time when economy · and efficiency are vital, would be forced to go
back to the costly and inefficient marketing methods of many years ago. Prices long
maintained at fair levels by cooperative bargaining power, would crash. These might
no longer be an' effective brake on government activity in the markets. Grading and
standardization of farm products, so important to farmer and consumer alike, would
probably suffer an irretrievable setback. And the thousand and one supply items
farmers now buy through their co-ops--while slill available through private enterprise-could hardly be expected to maintain the high quality standards for which
cooperatives were originally responsible.
_ All of the benefits which American farmers might loss if cooperatives were to
cease operation, are essential today, if agriculture is to achieve the all-time highs in
production called for by Secretary Wickard. It need hardly be said that farmers are
prepared to give their greatest effort in this war-far better prepared, indeed, than
they were in 1917-because they have learned to improve theii:- crops and stock, their
farm facilities, their living standards, and their entire mental outlook, by cooperating.
Cooperation is rendering many new services, not alone to the 3,400,000 farmers
who are co-op members, but to all American agriculture, as the tremendous "Food for
Freedom" program rolls into high gear.
Cooperatives are providing more than half of all the food, meats excepted, going to
Britain in lend-lease shipments; they are making an immense contribution toward
solving the vexing problems caused by priorities; they are pioneering in the use of
substitute methods and materials to meet shortages; they are pooling shipments of
farm products and supplies to help conserve truck and railroad space. In all these
services to farmers and the nation, they have barely scratched the surface, compared
to ·what they can and will do.
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Let us look more closely into each of these phases of wartime cooperation. In your
newspapers, you have seen the mounting totals of fo.od products sent abroad as lendlease aid to Britain. Cooperatives are proud that the government has turned to them
as a supply source for a substantial portion of this mountain of food that has been
shipped overseas.
Vast quantities of dried eggs, cheese and other milk products, citrus concentrates ,
and other foods are flowing into lend-lease channels from cooperatives. Many a-ssociations have exp.anded, with or without government financial aid, to handle an even
greater voh,ime of the concentrated and dehydrated foods best suited to ocean movement
Ul)der wartime shipping conditions.
,
To combat ·the growing problem of supplying farmers with production needsfrom tractors and lighter machinery down to baling wire and common nails-the
cooperatives last fall set up the National Committee for Farm Production .Supplies. In
its short life, this committee has done herculean work in gaining favorable priQrities for
farm supplies. And of at least equal importance, the Committee has made great strides
in convincing officials in the many government defense agencies that, next to the production of the implements of, war, agriculture is the nation's No. 1 wartime industry.
The burlap shortage is one of the most serious facing the nation. · Wool moves to
the eastern mills, where most of it 1is made into military materials, in huge burlap bags .
Cooperatives are now planning to ship idle cotton baling presses from the South into
the wool states, bale as much of their wool as necessary, and make sizeable savings
in burlap.
.
Only this week, the Department of Agriculture has come out strongly f~voring
formation of local cooperative trucking associations to save trucks and tire by pooling
farme~s' shipments of livestock to markets and railroads. There are many such cooperatives now operating, with a splendid record of savings in cost and equipment.
And so, in these ways ~nd countless others-many of them not yet apparent-cooperatives will serve American agriculture through the difficult war years.
Because their activities will be many times multiplied, cooperatives will experience
a war-born "prosperity." But it will end with the period of post-war readjustment, and
the storms to be weather.ed will be many. Cooperatives that have held close to cooperative ideal during the war years, and have built adequate resen::es from their savings,
will have little fear of foundering.
Cooperatives can look to' a bright future because they fill a three-way need in
American farm life. Economically, socially, and spiritually sound, cooperatives improve the farmer's economic lot; they provide him with effective organization in a highly
organized society; and through helping him to work unselfishly with others, they make
him a better man, a better citizen.
I
•
It cannot be said too often, that cooperatives are democracy in action. If we need
anything today, aside from spiritual strength, it is · a . stalwart, virile cooperative
democracy. In our 10,600 democracies-in-minature, we find the road to this allimportant goal.
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SMALL FARMERS IN THE WAR
Robert Handschin, Washington Representative
Farmers' Educational and Cooperative Union
This Conference has considered problems of production of armaments and of consumer supplies, and knows the choices in those fields :
Most of the public, however, does not realize that we have the same choices to
make regarding agricultural production of food, fiber and industrial raw materials.
It seems to me, there have been two schools of thought regarding .preparation ror, and
Che conduct of our war effort. One school believes the all-out effort must not go beyond
measures which would assist the holding of their privileges and profits.
The other school to which our organization, most of the unions, and many Government officials belong, believe it will not be possible to conduct all-out war without going
beyond the restrictions on production, which the privileged interests have maintained
in the past.
The term "all-out war" is borrowed from the word totalitarian, invented by the
Fascists and Nazis to describe their so->ealled social revolution. We must be careful
not to make use of the terms and ideas popularized by the Fascists, lest we fall into
many of their practices.
Among farm people we have much confusion, and there will be more in the future.
During the past eight years, the major problem confronting farmers was to attain
parity of prices and income with industry and labor. To assist in .attaining this goal,
it was necessary to shift production from a few commodities exported to Europe in
large volume, to commodities more needed at home. This so-called reduction program,
assisted by Government subsidies, has resulted in the public's believing that farmers
sought scarcity.
Such is not the case. Total agricultural production has continued to rise, except
for two or three years of drought, but there has been continued under-consumption of
food, and a use of Government programs to assist larger land owners, when they were
in least need of farm relief, and to discriminate against the ordinary dirt farmer,-the
poor tenant and cropper.
,
Only recently has the farm income . reached parity, despite eight years of Federal
aid. Averages based upon the income of the most well to do and the poorest, are very
deceptive.
.
·
Perhaps half of our farm people are no better off than at the bottom of the
depression, and another quarter are worse off than during the '20's.
Only the larger commercial farm.e rs are in a substantially improved condition. It
is this group that has not been interested in greatly increasing farm production, or
city consumption.
When the war broke out, we had at hand fairly adequate machinery to increase
farm productioni and this current crop season; we hope to achieve approximately a 10%
increase, but with difficulty, even this year, due to shortages of machinery and labor.
We can predict that in 1943 there will be shortages of many important foods, unless
the lower 50% of farms become more efficient. Larger farms, near the limit of their
efficiency, will be fortunate to maintain that efficiency.
It will be only by· new and special Government assistance that we can escape ration
cards in 1943, and our allies receive the food they have been promised.
It may be news to you, that property interests in agriculture take the same attitude as the steel and aluminum industries toward expanded production. They are
fighting against expansion by small farmers, hoping to drive them off the land, in order
to have a cheap labor supply available. ·They are doing everything possible to gain
full control of the Federal programs in order to achieve this policy. They are working
very closely with such big business organizations, as the Citizens Committee to · Reduce
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Federal Expenditures, and the Byrd Committee. They are allying themselves with
big business, on matters of taxation, and on all questions involving labor.
The farm organizations representing low income farmers, however, are working
with organized labor and the Administration, to prevent agricultural shortages, but
there is little possibility of success without further organization of low income farmers,
and uniting of their organizations, to work with labor.
The Administration must soon determine whether to give in to the big planters,
or to accept their challenge.
The same forces, I am sure, are at ·work in rural districts, as in industries, and
often are being used successfully tci confuse national issues, because of the lack of
popular organization in rural areas.
In the near future, determination of farm policies will become a much more vital
question than in the last ten years, and I predict we shall see for the first time, a clear
cut division between farming interests no longer interested in maintaining the traditional farm family home,-and working farm families. There is little possibility we
shall win this war, unless democratic forces here, overcome the restrictions property
interests, both in city and country, now place upon us.
City people must be aware of this need, and do more to assist working farmers.
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SHARECROPPERS AND FARM TENANTS IN THE WAR

HOW WAR AFFECTS UNSKILLED WORKERS

W. M. Tanner, Member Executive Councif; Southern Tenant ·Farmers Union

David Kaplan, Chief Economist, International Brotherhood of Teamsters

Away from the beaten track, 9,000,000 Americans of the sharecropper country
live in a state of political and economic serfdom. They are the victims of an antiquated
land system which has brought degradation to all who live by it--tenants and landlords,
sharecroppers and plantation owners. Starved, diseased lives; illiteracy, twisted minds
which are the soil of fascism-these are the bitter fruits of the sharecropper country.
The war has to some extent, temporarily, mitigated these conditions.
The Southern Tenant Farmers Union is a democratic organization or tenant
farmers, small land owners, sharecroppers and farm laborers ·and its jurisdiction
extends throughout the southern region of the United States.
We believe that the independent farm fa~ily living on the land is the foundation
of all civilization.
We sponsor and support legislation to provide for federal regi.llation of wages and
other conditions of employment effective in farm lab.o r.
We stand for the extension of social security and old age pensions to all citizens
of the United States, including farmers and farm laborers, and seek written contracts
between all landlords and tenants.
We sponsor any program of establishing cooperatives for buying consumer goods,
and marketing and selling farm products. We stand for the abolition of the poll tax
as requirement for voting, and for the ultimate abolition of farm tenancy and wage
labor on the land, so that all men should be free and independent and tenants of no man.
When the Administration's farm program first came into effect in 1933, it was a
good thing but in the delta lands of the South, when acreage allotment came, the
planters told their tenants that they would have to hunt some other place for they
could T\Ot use sharecroppers because the Government had reduced the cotton acreage.
The landlords said they would have to get tractors and work the land with day laborers
·and that they could no longer share-crop nor rent the land. They would have to work
it themselves with a few hands in cotton chopping and picking seasons, they said.
Ordinarily, one four-row tractor will displace eight teams. That would mean
seven men without jobs. We realize that some of the planters are in a h!!,rd spot.
You can see that some of those poor people had to get out, without food, many of
them, and very little clothing. Those folks had to find relief. Some got on W. P. A.
Then when the planters wanted labor, they would have them taken off W. P. A . and the
farm wages would probably be half the W. P. A. wages.
' We want to introduce cooperatives in some way, to get the people back on the land,
.and we ne~d ipen on the boards of control designed to aid agriculture, who have the
workers' interests at heart, who really know the workers' problems.
·
People in the low income brackets in some Southern states, do not have proper
food. There is not one family out of 25 able to have milk and fruits. They live in
shacks with no screens and have no medical aid. As a result of these tragic conditions,
many of the boys have been turned dowp. for the training camps because of their lack
of proper nourishment and general physical disability. Democracy cannot well be defended under such conditions.
·
We are asking the cooperation' of the government agencies and the entire nation
to help us in this struggle for economic security for the lowest paid people in our
country.

Of more than thirty-four million workers whose earnings were reported to the
Old Age and Survivors Security Division of the Social Security Board for the year
1940 only about 11 % % had earnings of $2.,000.00 or more; 61 % had earnings which
wer: less than $1,000.00 and 42 % had earnings less than $600.00. These percentages
however, are based on a total which includes many individuals who were not in the
labor market for a full year and many others who do not depend upon Social Security
industries for their primary income,-young persons first entering the labor market,
workers who die before working a full year, women who are married, etc.
To reach an average which more reasonably reflects the earn.i ngs of those who
are clearly attached to the Social Security industries and depend upon them for all, or
the preponderant share of their wage income, we can eliminate from the data all those
who did not have earnings in at least three out of the four quarters of the year. In this
way we eliminate '4,658,000 workers who had earnings for only one quarter of the
year and an additional 4,168,000 workers who ha~ eaq1ings for only two quarters out
of the year. We have remaining 25,379;000 workers, of whom 5,497 were employed
in three quarters and 19,882 were employed in four quarters of the year. Of these
25,379,000 only about 1,3 % had earnings of $2,000.00 a year or more; 50 % earned
less than $1,000.00 a year, and 25 % less than $600.00 a year.
Our conceptions of what constitutes a high and a low income grew out of our own
national economy and soci'al history. The incomes which we would consider pitifully
meager on the basis of our concept of an American standard of decency, could very
well be considered adequate in Great Britain, would undoubtedly be considered comfortable in Germany, and lavish in Japan. Were we 'to lose the War and be placed under
the domination of either Germany or Japan, our concepts of what is an adequate
standard of living would undoubtedly be discarded along with many other cherished
principles of our democratic way of life. Nevertheless, for the purpose of this discussion, we are still concerned with American concepts.
The Heller Committee for Research in Social Economics has published the goods
and services, together with the amounts, which in their opinion constitute a health and
decency standard of living for the family of a wage-earner. That budget would cost
about $2,300.00 per year for a family of five. On the basis of the 1940 annual earnings
reported to the Social Security Board, less than 10 % of the wage-earners could provide
this budget. The Work Progress Administration has published a Maintenance Budget
which, as recently priced by the U. S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, costs about $1,600.00
a year. On the basis of 1940 earnings, less than 25 % of the workers can provide
this budget.
It has always been the experience that living costs rise rapidly in a period of war
economy. During the period of war economy brought on by World War I, living costs
increased 100 % between the years 1915 and 1920. Since the outbreak of World War
II, the U. S. Department of Labor Cost of Living fodex has rjsen by 13.5%. Food
prices in the Cost of Living Index have risen 25%. Wholesale prices are up 29.8 % ;
wholesale prices of farm products are up 63 % ; wholesale prices of foods are up 41.5%;
and wholesale prices of textile products are up 40.4 % . Wholesale prices always rise
before retail prices, and usually it is only a matter of time when retail prices rise to
take up the slack. Thus, irrespective of what may yet be done to control prices, it is
inevitable that the cost of liying will rise above the increase now shown in the Department. of Labor .Cost ·of Living Index.
The increase shown in the U. S. Department. of Labor Cost of Living Index is an
a~erage increase, and su~stantially understates the increase of living costs of the
low-income groups. T.h e weights in the Index are based on the expenditures for family
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living of about $1,500.00 a year. A family that expends that amount of money spends
about 34% of it for food. Families with incomes of less than $1,000.00 will have to
sp~nd a larg~r. share o~ their income to provide for the food budget, and since food
pric~s have risen by twice as much as the General Index, it is clear that for the very
low mcome groups that spend 50% and more of their income on food the increase in
the cost of living is higher, than would appear from the rise in the present cost of
living index.
. How war will affect low income wage earners will depend on what happens to
prices and wages. If wages are frozen and prices rise, it will further lower the
standards of workers, now on dangerously low levels. If wages are fixed to a cost-ofliving index, though ostensibly preserving standards of living, it will actually lower
them for the low wage group.
RECOMMENDATION-To improve health, increase . efficiency, and promote high
mor~le of low i~come wage earners, living costs should be stabilized as quickly as
possible and nothmg should be done to prevent low income groups from increasing their
earnings sufficiently to provide a safe standard.
As the national income available for consumers is lowered as a result of diversion
to war uses, .low income classes must get an increased share of the reduced national
income, or face serious deterioration of their present dangerously inadequate levels
of living.
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PENSIONERS AND RELIEFERS IN WAR TIME
Dr. Jac~b Perlman, Econoipist Social Security Board
My remarks here express my personal views and not necessarily those of the Social
Security Board.
In discussing pensioners and reliefers in war time, I shall first characterize these
groups and point out the effect upon them of economic changes accompanying the war,
and then I shall indicate possible courses of action in dealing with the situation.
I should like first of all to point out that the group designated as "pensioners and
reliefers" is a heterogeneous one and that the war program has produced varying effects
on the different elements composing it.
Let us ·consider first the "reliefers." To many of the employable persons in this.
group, no doubt, the increase in employment opportunities associated with defense
and war production has made it possible to get off the relief rolls and obtain regula~
jobs, thus getting an income in excess of relief payments. The exact number in this
category is difficult to ascertain. However, the number of cases of general relief in
the United States declined from 1,213,000 in November 1940 to 782,000 in November
1941, a reduction of about 35 percent, and a good proportion of this reduction may be
attributed to the heads and other members of the families obtaining employment. During the same period, the number of persons employed under the various Federal work
programs, mainly CCC, NYA, and WPA, declined from 2,782,000 to 1,814,000, a reduction again of about 35 percent. The reduction in the case of WP A was approximately
42 percent. Because of the great need for labor in the defense industries, this trend
will doubtless continue until most of the employable persons · in these groups have
been re-employed.
There will then be left a residue largely composed of unemployable persons who
will be found on general and work relief. To these must be- added persons receiving
categorical relief, which is financed jointly by the Federal Government, the States, and .
the local communities. These persons are the aged, the blind, and those associated with
dependent children. In the period from November i .940 to November 1941, the number
of persons in this group increased rather than declin.e d-those receiving old-age assistance increasing from 2,054,000 to 2,227,000, those receiving aid to the blind from 49,000
to 52,000, and those receiving aid to dependent children from 352,000 to 381,000 families
and from 848,000 to 920,000 children. Although the increased . employment opportunities and the improved financial situation of friends and relatives of persons in
these categories may have somE; influence in retarding the rate of increase in their
number, it seems likely that their number will not decline during the war.
In the case of "pensioners" it seems likely that their number will also continue to
increase during the war, in spite of the forces operating to retard such ·growth. There
are, of course, many retirement and pension systems-public and private--in existence,
but the system with by far the greatest numbers of potential beneficiaries is old-age
and survivors insurance. There were in current payment status under 'this system
about 204,000 monthly benefits as of November 1940. By November 30, 1941, this
number had increased to about 417,000. How many more "pensioners" of all kinds
there are in the United States cannot be determined with any degree of exactness. The
important consideration is that the number is large and that the employment opportunities offere<j. at this time will not c.a use the number to decline.
Now, the residual group on general relief, the group receiving public assistance,
and the public pensioners have at least one thing in common: the money amount of
their incomes is fixed by statute or administrative order and by legislative appropriations. This means that their incomes do not quickly respond to changes in the prices
of the things they buy, so that they suffer a loss in real income when prices rise. That
is what has happened in the past year. On January 15, 1941, the total cost-of-living
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index of the Bureau of Labor Statistics stood at 100. 7; on January 15, 1942, it stood
at 111.9. On ·January 15, 1941, the food index stood at 97.8; on January 15, 1942, it
stood at 116.2. This rise in the cost of living already represents a substantial impairment in the value of fixed incomes. How much the cost of living will go up in the
future depends upon the effectiveness of the fiscal and monetary policies and the direct
price control policy of the Government in preventing inflation. A rise in the cost of
1iving comparable to that of the period during the World War I could cause considerable hardship among pensioners and reliefers.
There is · a simple, yet persuasive, argument in favor of steps to offset -this rise
in the cost of living in the case of pensioners and reliefers. The reliefers and probably
many of the pensioners are now living close to the lower margin considered permissible
in a civilized community. Any worsening of their situations would force them below
this · margin. Consideration for the children alone in the families involved would be
sufficient to support an increase in. relief and pension payments.
The decision to increase relief and pension payments must be based on at least
two· assumptions: fil,'st, that the amount of resources required for amelioration would
not be substantial, and, second, that in the interest of national morale and of justice
it is important even in war time to maintain freedom from want. If precedent be
needed, that of Great Britain in the terrible year 1940 may be cited. In that year, the
scope of the social service system in that country was extended and benefits were increased, and in the following year even more changes in the same direction were made.
Some action in this direction has already been taken in the United tSates. The
most important one is the increase in the wages of WP A wovkers last November "to
assist in meeting the increased cost of living." At that time, the cost of living had
increased 8 or 9 percent over the level prevailing durnig the previ.o us year. The increase in wages amounted to $5.20 per month for skilled and unskilled workers and to
$3.90 per month for technical and professional workers. The average overall increase
in wages effected by this order has been estimated at 7 percent.
There is also some evidence that general relief payments have been increased in
certain instances to offset the rise in the cost of living and that similar steps are being
considered in other instances. However, not a great deal, has yet been done in this
?irection .. Other actio~ taken is the introduction .into Congress of bills providing for
~ncreases m. benefits paid under various Federal pension systems. For example, a bill
mtroduced m the House of Representatives on January 12, 1942 (H. ·R. 6357), would
lm.crease all annuities and pensions paid under the Railroad Retirement Act by 6 percent.
It appears, then, that there has been a fairly wide recognition of the difficulties
encountered by pensioners and reliefers in war time and that some action has already
been taken in the direction of amelioration. Moreover, this has occurred as the result
of a moderate rise in the cost of living. It may perhaps be assumed; therefore, that if
the cost of living rises considerably more there will be a good deal of sentiment in
favor of systematic.and widespread amelioration.
The burden of such action would fall on the Federal Government and on State and'
local governments. In the case of the latter, it is possible that the decline in the number
of recipients of general relief because of increased employment opportunities will make
possible an increase in the payments to the residual group without requiring increased
taxes. Increased grants from the Federal Government in connection with old-age assistance, aid to the blind, and aid to dependent children would also help, particularly in
the case of the poorer States.
The Federal Government should, so far as possible, finance its share of the .burden
through progressive taxation, which has become an accepted tenet of Federal tax policy.
The present situation presents an opportunity for the extension and strengthening of
this principle. We shall then maintain the principle of freedom from want, so often
stated by the President, throughout a war fought, in part, on behalf of this principle.
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NEGROES IN WAR TIME
John P. Davis, Secretary National Negro Congress
The National Negro Congress fully supports our country's objective, the complete
defeat of Hitler and Hitlerism and of Japanese militarism.
This is not a "white man's war alone. From the conclusion that it is, would follow
the result that Negro people would remain passive, inactive and unconcerned over
the outcome of the war. That would be fatal for America and the Negro people.
Why are there doubts that Negro people must h,elp fight and win this war?
Because within our country, as well as within some others of the United Nations,
ugly forces seek to deny democratic rights to the Negro people, and to other sections
of the population. Their interest lies in dividing the forces fighting for democracy.
Their aims are those of the Hitler tyranny. They sought first by appeaser methods
and acts of disunity to ,prevent an all out war against Hitler and Hitlerism. Failing .
in that, they now seek to retard the war effort by aggravating the imperfections in our
democracy, for which they themselves are responsible. They would like to see the
Negro people remain passive, as such passivity on our part would strengthen JimCrowism in this country and play into the hands of Hitler and Hitlerism. Our inaction
would aid the Hitler tyranny in its attempt to extend the most ruthless oppression
of the Negro people in America.
·
By our full support of the war we strike agains.t the most cruel enemy of the
Negro people:-Hitler and Hitlerism. We weaken reactionary forces in our own
country, whose strength is derived from the false and anti-democratic dogmas of
Hitlerism. We strengthen the cause of democracy and enlarge our opportunity for
full democratic rights. During the war-not because .o f selfish conditions we might
seek to impose as a price for our war' support-but because of the stern historic
needs which the war impose upon our country-we may expect to win real improvement
in our status as citizens of a democracy.
Our job is to give our maximum concrete aid to the fullest mobilization of manpower and resources of the Negro people for the war.
There are hindrances which prevent this full mobilization arrd it will not help. the
war effort to gloss them over. ·
Hundreds of thousands of Negro men and women who could be trained and employed
to make vitally necessary weapons of war are prevented from doing so by discrimination.
We must remove this hin.drance, ·and utilize every possible method to bring .these
hundreds of thousands of our people into active participation in war production.
A number of means are at our disposal. Executive Order No. 8802 issued by
President Roosevelt on June 25, 1941 establishes the broad federal government policy
of non-discrimination because of race, creed or color. The President's Committee on
Fair Employment Practices exists as an agency through which this order can be
implemented. By systematic presentation of every instance of discrimination,-by
marshalling important information for the periodic public hearings of this committee
it is possible to accomplish substantial integration of Negro workers for war production.
Campaigns for legislation by state legislatures and city councils further implementing the policy of non-discrimination has already resulted in some remedial legislation.
In certain key industrial states and cities, we have an additional opportunity to remove
hindrances to the full mobilization of available Negro industrial workers.
Through pooling our efforts with other Negro organizations, through striving to
develop maximum unity of all progre.s sive forces , we can more rapidly and more effectively achieve the fullest integration of Negro workers int9 war industry and into the
battle for production of essential agricultural products.
The overwhelming majority of trade unions oppose discrim.ination against Negroes
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